Digital and remote
training solutions

Training is evolving
and so are we...
We live in a time of unprecedented technological growth that changes the
way we perform tasks and provides us with excellent solutions to improve
productivity, efficacy and deliverability. Training is no different.
At Executrain, we like to stay ahead of the technology curve and make sure
that we offer all the digital solutions that we can to enhance our services
and provide you with the most effective training, delivered in the mostly
advanced manner. Because of this, we would like to introduce you to two
truly exciting digital products that will change the way that you see training.
Contact training is no longer seen as the most effective training and a purely
online, self-study solution is equally ineffective. These two solutions will show
you just how effective a blended solution can be, without sacrificing all the
benefits of having a facilitator at hand to explain concepts more deeply and
to answer the difficult questions.

1. Panopto
Panopto is our education video platform that allows anyone to join our
industry-leading facilitatior training remotely.

Panopto allows for integration using a rich Application Program Interface
(API). Panopto provides links and embed codes to individual sessions as well
as collections to be incorporated into documents, blogs, etc.
Panopto combines multiple recorded streams in a single session. Streams
include video, audio, secondary video, screen capture, and presentation
capture. Captioning is supported, as well as the uploading of supporting
documents. Video sessions can have embedded links to external content
including forms, surveys, quizzes etc. Panopto removes technical complexity
and enables a ‘single-click’ recording experience allowing the educator,
trainer, or presenter to focus on what they do best. Panopto supports live
webcasting. Recorded sessions can be scheduled for release and workflow
supports publishing approval if required.
Viewers only see content they are entitled to see. Viewers can search across
video libraries and within video sessions for spoken or written words, enabling
them to get directly to content they are seeking. Viewers can bookmark and
makes time synchronized notes, as well as rate the content as a feedback
mechanism to presenters. Viewers can subscribe to content areas.
Based on the viewer’s platform and bandwidth scenario, Panopto intelligently
combines and repackages streams to maximize the viewing experience in real
time conditions. Panopto provides analytics of usage and viewing.
The above delivery will provide users with a highly immersive experience

All training provided by Executrain will be recorded and uploaded to the
Panopto platform.
Video will help increase the effectiveness of the training, improve the
consistency of learning content, scale L&D efforts to a global workforce,
enable social knowledge sharing, and of course, lower costs. For corporate
learning and development, video is more than a nice-to-have – it’s a necessity.
Panopto will allow users to not only view the training, but it will allow them to
search text, audio and video; complete assessments, interact with other users
and provide valuable feedback.
About Panopto
Panopto is a Video Content Management System (VCMS) with specific support
for usage in support of learning and communication. Panopto addresses
and automates all stages of Rich Media (video session) capture, production,
packaging, storage, and distribution for viewers on diverse platforms. Panopto
integrates with leading Learning Management Systems (LMS) as well as
leading enterprise platforms including Sales Force, Microsoft Active Directory
and Microsoft SharePoint. This enables learners and employees to have
seamless access to Panopto content via their institutional platform of choice.
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documents, Excel sheets, eBooks, video podcasts or full SCORM files.
2. Agylia
Agylia is more than an ionlibne academy and LMS, but a thorough digital
learning experience.

The Agylia LMS brings you all the benefits of the very latest technology in a
proven solution to help you achieve your current and future needs.
Agylia is a global leader in the provision of learning management and mobile
learning solutions, coupled with the design and creation of innovative and
engaging bespoke eLearning programmes. It provides custom branded,
fully responsive learner portals that delivers a fantastic user experience.
Administrators are equipped with a powerful admin console to monitor the
platform, track learning activities and manage users and content.
What is Agylia?
Agylia is an innovative, world leading learning solutions provider and is part
of CM Group Ltd. They have offices in the UK and Washington State, USA, and
partner with some of the largest and most demanding organisations in the
world to develop and implement Learning Management Solutions, eLearning
and mobile learning solutions. Their services include content creation as well
as the supply of the class leading Agylia LMS.
They are a Premier Supplier to Microsoft for their global, multi-lingual
courseware, and we are a close content creation partner for the Health &
Social Care Information Centre, the UK’s central data resource for national
healthcare. They supply to many diverse organisations including Atos, O2
Telefonica, RBS Bank, Deloitte, Johnson and Johnson, the British Government’s
Foreign Office (includes all global embassies) and Microsoft Corp.
Why choose Agylia?
•
Modern, attractive and engaging UX
•
Class leading mobile learning Apps
•
True cloud scalability and security
•
Multi-portal support for the extended enterprise
•
Native mobile learning Apps for iOS and Android devices
•
Class leading BYOD support
•
Offline tracking with auto re-sync
•
Push notifications
•
Social learning
Agylia provides for resources section where users can look up any ‘self-help’
document or video at their point of need. This allows the flexibility of having
all the resources easily at hand when needed as well as the comfort to the
users that all assistance is available to them immediately. Since Agylia is a
live, cloud based system new versions can be uploaded at any point in time
and all users will immediately have access to the new version and be notified
that there is an updated resource available to them. These resources can
be in a variety of formats including PDF’s, PowerPoint presentations, Word
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Agylia has the ability to provide a variety of formats of training material. This
allows for all pre-training, including eLearninig, Podcasts and Assessments to
be completed and scored before any training intervention is approved.
Full eLearning courses, in the form of SCORM, HTML5 files or microlearning
can be delivered via this platform.
Key features
The following is a summary of the key features that differentiate Agylia from
their competitors:
• Agylia is a SCORM as well as next generation Experience API or xAPI
(previously called Tin Can) compliant platform
• Full xAPI Learning Record Store (LRS) capability
• Full support for Microsoft Internet Explorer Version 8 and above and
latest versions of Edge, Google Chrome, Firefox and Safari
• Full BYOD mobile support for delivery of learning and reference resources
and offline consumption and tracking via native Apps, available for iOS
and Android smartphones and tablets
• Modern and attractive, fully responsive learner portal user interface
which can be fully branded
• Optional separately branded sub-portals for different learner
communities (note: if not chosen, then content is targeted onto each of
your designated learner groups from a single portal)
• Optional language packs for localisation of the user interface (note: the
Admin interface is available in English only)
• Full user management facility including delegated administration
• Full event scheduling capability including enrollment and cancellation
workflow
• Supports any permitted digital content type for delivery out to devices
(e.g. videos, PDFs, eLearning, mobile learning, games, Microsoft Office
docs,veBooks, slide decks, etc)
• Content scheduling, reminder (alerts) targeting and reporting based on
user, user group or organisational unit (geographical region). All these
features available through the administrator dashboard
• Full certification (including imminent re-certification support for
compliance or accredited content) management of any course or
curriculum
• Webinar support and management
• Modern, next generation social discussion forum platform
• Social Forums connected to content items, rating of content as standard
• Optional rules driven gamification engine
• Supports independent learning activities enabling learners to record and
upload files to support learning activities they have undertaken outside
the system (e.g. they can upload certificates, essays, video files, etc)
• Hosted SaaS solution served by Azure and Amazon Web Services from
ISO27001 accredited data centres
• Comprehensive notification based system for App users which augments
email communication
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What Agylia looks like
The administration portal
The Web based administration portal provides an extremely intuitive
and easy-to-use administration experience for system administrators.
Functionality provided by the admin portal includes user, group and content
management, report generation, and systems configuration.

Catalogue

Discussion Forum

The Learner portal
The learner portal provides the Web based interface through which online
learners interact with the system and are given access to content, calendars,
profile data, etc.
The Agylia LMS user interface will be branded for you, in its standard form it
looks like this:
Home

The learner portal is fully responsive which means it automatically detects
the device type the learner is using and rearranges the content, laying it out
to take best advantage of the screen size and orientation of the learner’s
chosen device.
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Call us on (011) 268 2360 or
email info@executrain to learn how these great
technology solutions can assist in delivering the
training that best suits your requirements

App based delivery
The Agylia LMS comes with a set of native Apps for iOS and Android. The
standard online user interface supports users browsing to the LMS from any
device. The Apps extend the usefulness of the Agylia system by enabling
learners to download content onto their mobile device and then go offline.
This is very useful for users when they are travelling or when they are out of
signal range and need access to training, reference and support.
Examples of the types of content that the App can deliver are as follows:
• Formal SCORM or Experience API enabled eLearning
• Responsive HTML5 just-in-time learning nuggets
• Job aids and performance support tools such as price calculators, product
selectors, diagnostic aids, job sheets, checklists etc
• Reference materials such as eBooks, PDFs, etc
• Office documents such as PowerPoint slide decks, excel spreadsheets
and word docs
• Social Channels for discussion forums so people can ask questions and
get peer-to-peer support
• Optional gamification engine to encourage usage and elements of
competition
• Video podcasts
• The above delivery will provide the Masterclass with a highly immersive
experience
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